Holmes Welch

THE PARTING OF THE WAY
Lao Tzu and the Taoist Movement

For the first time in English the whole of Taoism is explicitly and comprehensively described as its various elements are woven into a comprehensible pattern. This is a pioneering book: presenting the philosophy of the first Taoist, Lao Tzu, in contemporary terms it clears new ground and establishes new frontiers.

21s.
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The Philosophy of Hegel
A. R. M. Murray

In this book the author argues that the Hegelian system, purged of its obvious inconsistencies, offers the only possible answer to logical positivism and other forms of modern empiricism.

Demy 8vo. about 21s. net

The Illusion of the Epoch
MARXISM-LENINISM AS A PHILOSOPHICAL CREED
H. B. Acton

‘An admirable book, both in its lucidity and in its objectivity.’ Leonard Woolf (Political Quarterly).

‘This is a very good book. . . . It is both pleasant and exciting to follow the author’s skilful dissection of the morbid tissues of this modern illusion.’ Economist.

Demy 8vo. 18s. net

COHEN & WEST
30 Percy Street, W.1.
The Later Philosophy of Wittgenstein

DAVID POLE

Despite its profound influence upon much contemporary philosophy, Wittgenstein’s later thought, contained in his posthumous writings, confronts the reader with some formidable difficulties. Dr Pole’s introductory study expounds and criticises his most central and characteristic themes, and appends a briefer treatment of his distinguished English disciple, Professor John Wisdom.

The author is Lecturer in Philosophy at King’s College, London.

September 25; 15s net

Benedict de Spinoza: the Elements of his Philosophy

H. F. HALLETT

A new interpretation and exposition of the whole range of the philosopher’s thought, beginning with his doctrine of Being, proceeding to his theory of Knowledge and concluding with his ethical doctrines. ‘Professor Hallett is to be thanked for using a lifetime of familiarity with Spinoza to make his hero’s philosophy, if not necessarily more acceptable, at least considerably more intelligible, than it is often made to appear.’

Times Literary Supplement 25s net
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Leonard Nelson: System of Ethics reviewed by Brand Blanshard. Ernst
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BASIL BLACKWELL • OXFORD

An Introduction to Western Philosophy
By RUSSELL COLEBURT 18/- net

An examination of the questions about existence which Western man
first asked himself and continues to
ask through the centuries.

Introducing the first of three titles in
the Newman Philosophy of Science Series
Ready mid-October

Science & Metaphysics
By JOHN RUSSELL S.J. 2/6 net

Life and Its Origin
By PHILIP FOTHERGILL 3/6 net

Whitehead’s Philosophy of Physics
By LAURENCE BRIGHT O.P. 2/6 net

Science and philosophy, each in its
own way, are concerned with truth. What
these ways are will be discussed
in the Newman Philosophy of Science
Series.
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